
In attendance - Anil, Dana, Wendy Sophie, Angel, Declan, Jack, Bradley, Lais, Jess

Universities and companies will be present○

It will be focussed on cultivation and agriculture○

We are currently working on a poster, logos, names and flyers○

Focussed more on herbicide aspect of the project

Bullet points and pictures

Print on glossy - £40.00 for 100

Flyer about iGEM, funding and the project (A5 double sided)○

Name

Abstract - bullet pointed, pictures of targets

Approach - engineering lifecycle

What iGEM is + images

Poster - £12.00○

Maybe freebies- sweets???○

Overview•

Flyer/poster almost done○

Going as "Newcastle iGEM 2017" for now as our team name, with the logo used on the 
Twitter account

○

○ Valeria, Jess, Lais, Bradley, Declan and Sophie will be going

Conclusions•

Re-write project overview on flyer and add images - Jess and Lais○

Finish off the poster - Jess, Lais and Bradley○

Send out itinerary - Lais○

Action points•

Stand at N8 Crop Innovation Pipeline Workshop (what we need to do before next week):

Need to hear from biotech MSc students still about when they are free for the workshop○

Most likely going to be Thurs 11 April○

Choose template at workshop○

Minutes need to go on○

Overview•

Conclusions•

Put minutes on the wiki - Bradley○

Confirm workshop date - Everyone○

Action points•

Wiki (structure-workshop):

○ We're on Twitter
• Overview

○ Send around login details - Bradley

○ Change the user name from ncl_iGEM17 to just ncl_iGEM (i.e. not year dependent) - Bradley

• Action points

Social media

Rob Edwards
Overview•

Meeting with experts, looking for supervisors:

26/04/2017
26 April 2017 15:00
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Rob Edwards○

Valeria has contacts for agriculture○

Colin McNeil - Biosensors○

SELEX - Tom might know someone?○

○ We need to find people who have an interest/work in the areas of our project
Conclusions•

Find people doing SELEX - Everyone○

○ Find people who know about biosensors - Everyone

○ Find people who know about herbicides/agriculture - Valeria's PhD contacts 

Action points•

Angel - synbio funding○

Funding levels have been sent to and approved by the team○

Asses total costs (transport, registration) - £20,000 according to Anil (in conference hotel -
can't book flights until end of July)

○

Still need about £5,000 (without instructors, consumables, etc.)○

Pharma and other companies might be good  - Merck, etc.○

Selena - head of postgraduate teaching, also above (Provost for teaching)○

FMS - maybe, but no team members from there○

Welcomme Trust○

Overview•

Can start looking at sending out E-mails○

See computer science about funding before June - new head of school arriving after that○

Get in before changes to schools○

Conclusions•

Put someone in charge of funding - Everyone○

Follow up on the sources of funding - TBD○

Action points•

Funding:

○ Declan has sent an email to the Big Bang

○ Need to organise specific meeting about human practices (and outreach) - need to before 
students leave school for summer

○ Hobby scientists, Life centre - adults night (could do workshop)

 All ages, and then also specific age groups

○ Calgary 2016 - won outreach

○ Look at legality of biosensor etc.

○ Thursday for meeting - need to work - Declan, Jack, Jess, Lais, Sophie

○ Talk to the Arsenic biosensor guy - couldn't test in Nepal

○ Rotary club?

○ Countryfile?

• Overview

○ We need stakeholders to have an input from the start
• Conclusions

○ Specific meeting to be set up - Everyone
• Action points

Human practices/outreach:

Overview
Riboswitches•

Short update-presentations for each aspects of the project: 
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Use SELEX to make the aptamers - could use magnetic beads to work with Tom's robot

 Can use in vivo and in silico selection to make aptamers into riboswitches
 Could link aptamers to toehold switches and use free-energy modelling for the design 

(NUPACK)
 Could use transposases to make a dual-colour biosensor (like a pregnancy test)

Overview○

 Need to research SELEX further
 There are a couple of ways to make the riboswitches 

Conclusions○

 Look further in-depth about the approaches for this - Bradley

Action points○

 Freeze-dried pellets could be used to have a stable liquid-phase test
 Paper immobilisation should be straight-forward

Beth Lawry - paper based testing (liquid phase up paper) for diagnostic tests - could 
adapt to have multiple biosensors on one strip



Overview○

Conclusions○

 Follow up on Beth's paper-based diagnostic testing - Bradley

Action points○

Paper immobilization•

For Gold medal we need to model - need to be able to inform experimental design and 
explain it to people with non-mathematical background (needs to be impressive 
mathematical modelling)



Meeting with Harold - Phase spaces□
Find threshold for promoter strength, binding, etc. for the biosensor to actual give 
a good enough signal - feeds into experimental design

□

Parameter based - COPASI

Could give it a range of promoter parameters to use, or give free reign□
Goksel could help too (but leaving on Friday)□

Genetic algorithms - computer to design sensor when model given desired behaviour -
uses reigime to make new versions of the biosensor to find the 'ideal' form - Owen 
Gildfellen(?) (just left Newcastle, code on GitHub)



DoE - statistical - talk to Tom

Find common parts between all approaches□
Design patterns - categorise biosensors made in the past based on architectures□

Generalised biosensor model

Free energy modelling for riboswitches

Talk to Angel - simple parameter changes□
Spatial modelling of CFPS

Think about switch design? Amplification? Do we want quantitative? Qualitative? 
Threshold levels? Link it all back to human practices

□

Biosensors with memory□

Start drawing circuit designs

Alfonso Yaramilo (Anil to send link)

Overview○

Conclusions○

Talk to Tom about DoE - Modelling sub-team

Contact people about modelling - Modelling sub-team

Draw circuits next meeting - Modelling sub-team

Make a modelling meeting - Everyone

Action points○

Modelling - Jess•

Lead detection•
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Re-cap last week - Lead is a bad problem in the North of England

Levels drop 2002-2003

Cornell iGEM, Bielefeld iGEM (didn't really look at lead that much)

Is there actually a big problem with lead?

Dr. Lindsey Bramwell (Newcastle - institute of health) - lead conc. in allotments (2012)

Government review into lead in 2012

Bereza-Malcolm et al. 2016 - Pbr

Overview○

Conclusions○

Contact Lindsey Brawell - Human practices sub-team

Look up current testing methods - Everyone

Action points○

Lead detection•

Making a new transcription factor by re-engineering old ones□
Rosetta□
Synthesise potential hits□
Error-prone PCR□
Characterise□
Jon said maybe to skip Rosetta part□
Jon said there is a currently-dead colony picking machinery□

Taylor et al. 2016

Overview○

Suited for lead

PEP homolog could also be good

Conclusions○

Find starting transcription factors - Jess

Action points○

Transcription factors - Jess•

Re-cap last week

Approach has been modified

Spacing with only 17 Ns

Base on common, strong promoter

Change upstream region only (rest is WT) - catch activators

Change downstream region only (rest is WT) - catch repressors

Keep RBS the same

pSB1AT3 - mRFP as template

Order as ssDNA - need good primer binding sites on the ends for amplification to 
dsDNA



Screening for both direct binding and in-direct (to TF factors)

Dutch iGEM team - gone off meat

Overview○

Conclusions○

Lais to make designs and order them

Think about cloning strategy - for everyone's project really - everyone

Action points○

Inducible promoters library - Lais•

○ Set up a specific experiment meeting - everyone
• Action points for all

General information:
There will be NO GENERAL MEETING next week - specific sub-meetings may still go ahead as planned
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